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TUESDAY

September 7,
2004

AM SHOWERS
HIGH: 79 LOW: 56

Ben Swanger ric, News

COMING UP SHORT: Freshman running back Adrian Peterson avoids tackles from Falcons TJ Carswell (9) and Jelani Jordan (2). Peterson was a key factor for the Sooners in his first collegiate game
as he picked up 100 yards rushing and one touchdown. The Sooners had a big day rushing as they amassed 258 yards rushing against BG.

Res life puts overflow
students into lounges

NewYork- Presbyter
"J The University Hospitals of Columbia and Cornell

Some students feel at
home, do not want
'permanent' spots.

HiryAltatltt AP Photo

CLINTON'S SURGERY: Columbia University Medical Center addresses
reporters after performing heart bypass surgery on Bill Clinton.

By Kara Hi*

Clinton undergoes
bypass heart surgery

NEWS EDITOR

A native of New York City, freshman Sharif Mansour came to the
University, in part, hecause he
wanted the "dorm experience,"
something he wouldn't have gotten staying close to home in the
Big Apple.
Sharing what used to be
a lounge on the 10th floor of
Offenhauer East with three other
male students wasn't what he
expected. But now, Mansour, like
many others living in lounges
this year, would like to rum the
temporary housing solution into
a permanent one

BySamDokiick
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Julie Dl Franco BGNews

LOUNGES, PAGE 2

GAME FAN: Armond Harris, a freshman housed in the Offenhauer East sixth-floor lounge.
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NEW YORK — Bill Clinton had
a successful quadruple heart
bypass operation yesterday to
relieve severely clogged arteries
that doctors said had put the former president in grave danger of
a major heart attack sometime
soon,
Clinton is expected to make a
full recovery, but doctors said he
was fortunate to have checked
himself into the hospital when
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he did. The heart disease they
repaired was extensive, and
blockage in several of Clinton's
arteries was "well over 90 percent, said Dr. CraigR. Smith, the
surgeon who led the operation.
"There was a substantial likelihood that he would have had
a substantial heart attack," said
Dr. Allan Schwartz, chief of cardiology at NewYork Presbyterian
Hospital/Columbia.
CLINTON, PAGE 2
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Lounge residents pay less for space
LOUNGES. FROM PAGE 1

A lotal of 29 males—mostly
freshmen—are being housed
temporarily in enclosed lounges this year in Offenhauer. said
linda Newman, executive director of Residence life. Most rooms
are housing four students.
"I don't want to move— it's a
hassle," said Mansour. "(The
lounge) is big enough to have a
lot of people (and) if you learn to
cooperate, it's fine."
Many students who've been
staying in lounges this year say
they're too settled to leave now.
The dilemma of forcing students to move into a traditional
room space isn't easy to solve,
Newman said.
Armond Harris, a freshman,
echoes Mansours views and said
he'd rather continue living in a
lounge. Harris has two roomates.
"I don't mind it. It's spacious,"
said Harris, who lives on the sixth
floor of Offenhauer Fast "I'd rather just stay like this."
But as of Friday, the Office of
Residence life was planning to
stick to their goal of moving all

29 students into traditional residence hall rooms by the end of
the month, Newman said. The
students are paying the standard
room rate—$481 less than the
Offenhauer double occupancy
rate.
The Office has identified
120 open spots campuswide,
Newman said, and will be giving priority to students living
in Offenhauer lounges to place
them in traditional rooms.
Students can begin switiching
rooms as early as today, she said.
Spaces are available in and
Offenhauer, Anderson and several single suites in Founders
are open. However the majority
of these are designated female
spaces, Newman said, which can
make the process of filling open
beds tricky.
Every year it's a guessing game
when it comes to what spaces
will be available for males and
females, Newman said.
"Whether (students) choose
to come is really random and
so that's why we get thrown off
balance with men and women
because we never know precisely

until the very last minute how
many are coming of each gender,"
she said.
With an unknown number
of students backing out of residence hall payments each year,
Residence Life staff doesn't
know exactly how many they'll
be housing until students don't
show.
"We could have put more
people into lounges banking
on (students not coming)... but
for us to start the year off on
the premise that we're going to
be shuffling around a hundredplus students, that's not the best
beginning for those students,"
Newman said. "It's this tightrope balancing act of what you
do. You try to make the best possible decision for each and every
student."
But when it comes to moving into a new environment
during the thrid week of classes,
Newman said she can't blame
students for not wanted to pack
up and leave.
It's a problem that Residence
Life staff have seen in the past,
Newman said, when students

are put into a larger space that
still has all the services of a twoperson residence hall room—
cable, phone and ethernet lines
and now wireless Internet in
Offenhauer.
For the past few years, 20-30
students have been temporarily housed in lounges, Newman
said.
"There's a real fine balance of
when do you ask them to leave,"
she said. "They've connected
with the community on the floor
where they are and so then the
difficult decision point for us is
asking them to leave and move
to a new community they're not
a part of with a new roommate."
Leaving his floor community
is something that Mansour isn't
looking forward to, he said. By
now, he "knows his neighbors"
and Resident Advisor, he said.
And so far his roommates—
even with varied interests—
haven't had any problems getting along, he said.
"I don't know how we do, but
we do," he said, laughing. "It's a
good place for socializing in your
own space."

Will Clark B6 Nows
SETTLED IN: A lounge on the second floor of Offenhauer East has
become home to several residents. The residents pay standard room
costs.

Clinton recovers
CLINTON, FROM PAGE 1
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Smith said Clinton could leave
the hospital in four or five days.
Clinton was awake but sedated
about four hours after the operation ended, Schwartz said.
The four-hour surgery came
three days after Clinton arrived
at the hospital complaining
of chest pain and shortness
of breath. But doctors said
Clinton's problems were not
as sudden as had been portrayed. He had suffered shortness of breath and tightness in
his chest for several months,
blaming them on off-and-on
exercising and acid reflux, his
doctors said.
In addition, the former president had high blood pressure
and may not have been adequately treated for high cholesterol. His doctors said he was
put on a cholesterol-lowering
drug a few days ago. Clinton
was prescribed cholesterol
medicine in 2001 as he was
leaving office.
In bypass surgery, doctors
remove one or more blood
vessels from elsewhere in the
body — in Clinton's case, two
arteries from the chest and a
vein from the leg — and attach
them to arteries serving the
heart, detouring blood around
blockages.
During the
operation,
Clinton's heart was stopped
and he was put on a heart-lung
machine for 73 minutes. That
process, used for more than 75
percent of bypass patients, carries a small risk of stroke and
neurological complications.
As many as 30 percent of

patients suffer "measurable but
very subtle" problems in mental functioning after bypass, but
those problems are gone within
a year, Smith said.
Asked whether there were
any troubling moments during
the surgery, Smith said: "There
are always a few minor anxious
moments during heart surgery.
There was nothing in this case
that was outside the realm of
routine."
Schwartz said it would be possible for Clinton in the future to
lead an "extraordinarily active
lifestyle" — including hitting
the campaign tiafl.
"He is recovering normally
at this point. Right now everything looks straightforward,"
Smith said.
Still.I)r.W.KandolphChitwood.
chief cardiovascular surgeon at
East Carolina University and a
spokesman for the American
College of Cardiology, agreed
with Clinton's doctors that the
president had been in a danger
i us slate leading up to the operation. "Within the next couple of
weeks, something was going to
happen" he said.
Clinton was described as
upbeat in the days before the
surgery, resting with his wife and
daughter. One New York Post
photo showed the former president reaching for a Boggle game
near his hospital-room window.
(Clinton has blamed his heart
problems in part on genetics
— there is a history of heart
disease in his mother's family
— but also said he "may have
done some damage in those
years when I was too careless
about what I ate."
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CAMPUS INVOLVEMENT SPONSORS WORKSHOP
The Office of Campus Involvement is sponsoring a
semester-long leadership workshop series. The first
workshop will be held on today, in 20 IB of the Union,
at 7 p.m. The series will provide six workshops this
semester. Attending four out of six, you will receive a
leadership certificate. Contact: Matt Barone at 2-0374

CAMPUS

get a life
^^■^^
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8 a.m.- 11:45 p.m.
Student Union Survey: WIN AN
IPOD
The Union wants you to tell us
how YOU think we are doing.
And for sharing your feedback,
your name will be placed in a
drawing to win a FREE IPOD!
For more details, visit www.bgsu.
edu/offices/sa/union/IPOD.htm
Union Lobby
8 a.m.-5 p.m..
Get Out tier Vote
Voter registration and info. Table
sponsored by the Organization
for Women's Issues
Education Bldg. steps and Union
Lobby
9 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Real Life Recruitment
Union lobby
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Tint Magazine Info. Table
Union lobby
in a.m. -4 p.m.
Delta Sigma Theta Bowling
Party Ticket Sales
Union lobby
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Grilling On the Green
Enjoy picnic style food outside!
Menu varies each week, but
some menus include Strip
Steak, lohnsville Bratwurst,
Hamburgers, into Lay Chips,
Bottled Pop, Bottled Water and
Much More

Outside the Student Union to
the East of the Falcon's Nest.
Rain Location: Hit. Grill.
II a.m.
Sushi Tuesdays in Founders

Keepers Food Court
By Popular Demand... SUSHI!
Uraku Japanese Restaurant and
BGSU Dining Services have
teamed up to bring you the exotic taste of fresh made sushi.
Founders Keepers Food Court
11 am. - 4 p.m.
Women's Club Volleyball Info.
Table
Union lobby
11 am. - 2 p.m.
Greek-life Sign-Up
Union Lobby
11 am. - 4 p.m.
Phi Kappa Tau Rush Table
Union Lobby
12 p.m.-1 p.m.
Weight Watchers & Work
Now is your chance to join the
Weight Watchers at Work program. Learn healthy eating habits and lose weight.
The program lasts 13 weeks and
costs $144.00, which must be
paid at the first meeting.
]Visa, MasterCard, and Discover
can be used along with cash
or check made out to Weight
Watchers North America.
Last date to join is Tuesday.
September 7th! For more details
call 419-372-7516.
Union 314

This workshop is a great oppor
tunity to prepare for the Union's
upcoming tournament.
There is NO MATERIAL FEE
However, there is a $5.00 registra
tion fee.
Contact: Union
Programs
419.372.9000
Union 316
7 p.m.
Student Film Screening of "The
Forgotten Promise"
Sponsored by UAO
Union Theater
7 p.m.
Campus
Involvement
leadership Workshop Series
Come out and learn how to effec
tively recruit and keep new mem
bers for your organizaiiun.
Union 20 IB
7:30 p.m.
Writers Group
An hour-long haven for writers
those who like to write, and those
dragged along by their writer
friends.
Open to anyone in the BGSU
community.
For further information, contact
Teresa Milbrodt at 372-9683 or
terrian^bgnet.bgsu.edu. Meets
every Tuesday from 7:30-8:30
p.m.
i 07 Manna Mall

9:30 p.m.
6 p.m. -8 p.m.
How 2 Workshop: Texas "Shrek 2"
Sponsored by UAO
Hold'Em
In this workshop, you will be Union! neater
taught the basics of how to
play the game and a few tips-ntricks of playing No-Umit Texas uutvbgsu.edu/caleiukir/
calerular.html
I lold'Em.

Universities watch out for
torrent users on campus
ing network. It does, however,
limit how much bandwidth a
Who says students don't leant single student can use. That way
the university's high-speed netanything over the summon'
Chances are quite a few of them work won't get bogged down.
The only time that changes
attended the new school of file
sharing. They learned all about is when the Recording Industry
BitTorrent, and how it's easy to Association of America slaps
download full movies, CDs, video Kent State with a cease-anddesist notice. Then, the university
games and software.
But the University of Akron will block a user's access to the
and Kent State University are network until he removes all the
offending files from his PC.
prepared.
last year, Kent State received
"We monitor network usage
and bandwidth and we respond 45 of those notices—small potato complaints,"' said spokesman toes compared to the hundreds
Paul Herald, summing up UA's and thousands sent to other colleges.
strategy.
"They don't understand how
"We know we have a lot of people out there using it," said Greg it works,"' he said of students.
Seibert, Kent State's director of "They just go to a Web site, and
they see movies and they see
security and compliance.
The university doesn't root songs, and they're happy."
This year, Seibert expects even
out or punish students for using
BitTorrent or any other file-shar- more students to switch from
By Erika 0. Smith

KNIGHT BIDDER NEltSPAPIRS

peer-to-peer (P2P) sharing programs like KaZaA. They are regular targets for lawsuits.
hi a way, that's good because
BitTorrent tends to manage bandwidth better than its file-sharing cousins, he said. That could
be behind BitTorrent's growing
popularity.
By some measurements, the
use of BitTorrent has eclipsed that
of KaZaA. A six-month analysis
showed BitTorrent accounts for
53 percent of all file-sharing traffic in Europe. In lune, CacheLogic
also reported that about 8 million
users were online at any given
time sharing 10 million gigabytes,
of data
But buzz aside, BitTorrent is
still largely the domain of early
adopters in the United States —
typically teen-agers and college
students Much of America is still
taking its legal chances with P2R

REAL DREAMS COME TRUE.
REAL EASY. REALFAST QUICK!
Real dream loans for real people, real fast.
Get started on your dnsun home sooner with Exchange Bank. You get answers
taster because we make loan decisions right here, where you're building your
home. Surprised? Welcome to Exchange Bank, friendly advisors for 100 years.

Y . ■//
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940 Clarion Ave.-419-868-1515
610 E. South Boundary St. • 419-874-2090
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Beth Schlanker KRI Campus

HOMESTYLE DORMS: Peter and Annie Lee help unpack clothes for their son, Kenneth, in the newly
constructed Forsyth House on the Washington University campus in St. Louis.

Shorter trips become
trend in studies abroad

By Gavin Lesnick

KNIGHT RlDOCR,' TRIBUNE NEWS

Glenn Gass and his class of
Beatles fans had just arrived
in Liverpool in the summer
of 200.1 when Beatlemania
struck. Gass, a music professor at Indiana University, was
leading the third installment
of a month-long study abroad
program focusing on the Fab
Four when someone excitedly
noticed a familiar face: that of
Paul McCartney.
"We're standing there and
Paul McCartney drives up,"
Gass said. "This is within an
hour of us getting to Liverpool
and there he was 10 feet away.
My students were (shocked)
and 1 was just reduced to a 12year-old. It's a Beatle; there's
something incredible about
that.''
Gass' popular class is one
example of a growing demand
for customized abroad programs — trips that are shorter
than traditional semesterlength excursions and are dedicated to a very defined subject.
According to International
Education of Students, the nonprofit group that arranges Gass'
Beatles trip as well programs in
21 other cities across the world,
shorter trips are a more flexible
choice for fitting in a journey
abroad without having to stay
an extra semester to catch up
on missed requirements
They also allow a less intimidating experience for students
wary of traveling to a foreign
country for a lengthy period.
"If students haven't had international experience or are
unsure if they have the right
kinds of skills to be successful, most of the programs are
designed for students with little
to no experience," said Brian

Harley, director of programs
for study abroad at Purdue
University. "The short-term one
might feel more consistent with
their comfort zone."
At Purdue, Harley said about
two.thirds of the programs
are under a semester in length,
in response to the growing
demand for shorter trips. Of
the 3,500 students who traveled through 1ES last year, 500
of those chose programs less
than a semester in length.
That number has increased
steadily over the past decade as
the customized programs have
grown increasingly popular,
though the kinds of students
who partake in each differ.
"I think the number one type
of student for short-term is a
slightly different profile than
longer term in terms of not a
commitment to the experience but an expectation for
the experience," said Nancy
Kenyon, director of customized
programs for IES. "We focus
on very academically oriented
programs and it's not as though
the academics are less, but it's
not the same investment in
time or resources. I think you
get students who really want
to do something that's precise
and targeted."
That and a natural desire for
traveling convinced Purdue
University student Emma
Doud to go on a customized
trip. Doud, who is now a senior,
traveled to Madrid for six weeks
through IES the summer following her freshmen year for a
language program.
There, she developed a near
fluency in Spanish, a newfound independence and an
impressive itinerary of sites visited including stops in Portugal,
Greece and Germany.

"I think a lot of students don't
feel like they have the time to
spend an entire semester or
year abroad and these six to
eight week summer programs
provide a solution lor those who
want to travel," Doud said from
Australia, where she studied
over the summer. "(The) programs carry the double appeal
of providing general education
credits in spectacular locations
while not forcing a student to
lose time from his or her major
requirements."
Students in Gass' class spend
their time in morning lectures
and on field trips to Beatles
sites, like recording studios, old
clubs the group played before
becoming famous. Abbey Road,
Strawberry Fields and other
historic destinations.
"We get a committed group,
one that doesn't mind walking
six hours to see where Ringo
used to live," Gass said. "If you
weren't really a fan, it could be
cncmstinglydull. But if you're a
fan, it's a Beatles daydream."
Gass said he's glad he can
offer an experience students
wouldn't get in a classroom in
Bloomington, I ml.
I le credits IES with making
the trip happen, as it takes care
of all the logistics and costs,
leaving Gass free to concentrate on the class itself. He said
being able to offer it and having
Students be interested in taking
it is a dream come true.
"It's like going to Beatle wonderland," Gass said. "There's
a sense of place you can't get
at Bloomington when you're
standing at Penny Lane or
Abbey Road. It brings it back
to a human scale and makes it
more astonishing. It's like going
to Vienna and seeing where
Beethoven lives."

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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OPINION

"I wish we lived in the day where you could
challenge a person to a duel. Now, that
would he pretty good."
Democratic Scn.Zefl Miller of Gcorgia,to Chris Matthews, host of MSNBC's
"Hardball!'as Matthews asked Miller, the OOP's keynoter, whether the senator
really meant |ohn Kerry wanted to defend America with"spitballs."

U-WIRK KDITOKIAU DAILY COLLEGIAN (PENN STATE U.)

New rules hinder sex education

Whoever said ignorance is
bliss is absolutely wrong.
New regulations on sex
education from the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention
are going to make learning about
condoms obsolete.
The regulations are forcing sex
educators to discuss abstinence
only and to refrain from
discussing "sexually suggestive
or actual sexual practices.
So what's going on, does the
government think that condoms

don't exist anymore, or people
will necessarily just not have sex
because that is what they are
told?
This is faulty logic similar to
the government not permitting
photojournalists to take pictures
of coffins returning home from
Iraq.
If you don't see the coffins,
soldiers must not be dying.
Which, obviously we know is
not true,
If you don't talk about

condoms, people aren't having
sex. Or, worse, they're having
sex without having the education about how to use a condom
properly.
This new ruling simply doesn't
make sense, especially considering the environment on college
campuses like Penn State.
Many college students are
going to have sex no matter
what.
The government might as
well keep that in mind and not

threaten sex educators if they
actually explain how to use a
condom, which is against the
new policy from the CDC. It is
ridiculous that the current
government is letting its imposing morality take
precedence over people's health.
They should realize the
importance of educating young
people so that they don't get
caught up in ridiculous myths.
So many times, you read
seemingly silly questions in teen

magazines: "Can I get pregnant
from a toilet seat?" or "Are two
condoms better than one?"
If people much younger than
college-age students actually
believe things like this, what's
going to make it clear to them
how to use a condom?
We aren't denying that
abstinence is the only way to
ensure a person stays diseasefree. It's true that abstinence
is the safest option around to
avoid getting pregnant or life-

threatening diseases like AIDS.
But to force sex educators
to only discuss abstinence or
threaten them with a loss of
CDC funds is laughable (though
the consequences are most
certainly not).
It's ridiculous that they must
promote diese antiquated
notions
The bottom line is that sex
education - even talking about
condoms - won't always stop the
spread of diseases.

.ETTERST0THE EDITOR S00NERS Jesus Christ has
ON THE STREET
the answers
Tasteless joke
reveals
ignorance

I am writing to express my
outrage regarding the joke
that appeared in this paper on
Wednesday, September 1 that
said:
"Q: How did the family of
Native Americans get a table
at the crowded restaurant? A
Because they had a reservation."
As a Native American, I am
deeply offended by this racist
joke.
It was not only in poor taste
but reflects a state of racism
that continues to exist on the
campus. It further reveals an
ignorance of Native issues both
historically and contemporary
a blatant disregard of the circumnatances that gave rise to
the reservation system, mainly
theft of land and the historical
genocide that continues today
regarding Native peoples.
As a faculty member of the
Ethnic Studies Department,
this increases my resolve as an
educator and reinforces the
need to continue the important
work that my department does
to alter these very types of racist
remarks and ways of thinking.

Dr. Linda Pertusati
Associate Professor

Take a rational
position on
everything
I'd like to take a moment and
respond to Daniel Riley's article
tided, "Parties should work
together to reach goals".
Riley stated that "to accept a
party's platform for what it is
and disagree with none of it is
wrong.. .this is how dictatorships
are formed and regimes come to
power."

In fact, brutal regimes come to
power through quite a different
approach: through the back alley
of moral default.
To develop no convictions and
not take a stand on any issue is
to invite another Adolf Hitier to
power. To never act on principle
and coast through life on other's
irrational whims is to welcome
and deserve such disaster.
Throughout every minute of
your life, ask yourself the
question, "Why am I doing this?"
"Why do I believe this," or "Why
do I feel this way?" If you
cannot come to a rational
answer in every case, not an
answer like "Because I feel that
it's right" or an answer that you
were told by someone else, but a
rational answer backed by solid
reasoning, then you're allowing a
hole to exist. Such holes are the
pathways through which
creatures like I litler crawl
into power.
I can't count the number of
students I meet who tell me
they like to watch shows like
"Ncwiyweds," "The Bachelor"
and other such mindless
entertainment. If you fall into
this category, ask yourself why;
so you can put your mind on
standby for few hours and
escape the trouble of using the
only tool (your intellect) you
were given for survival?
Take some time to develop
rational convictions, otherwise
you'll find yourself out of ammunition against irrationality and
moral default to the strongest
brute will be tile only result.

John Crenshaw
Student

Blaming
Christianity is
laughable
I am writing in response
to Eoin Howe's "Christianity
Perpetuates World Suffering"

I DON'T SUPPORT A
MARRIAGE AMENDMENT. MV
DAUGHTER IS GAY. SO I KNOW
SOMETHING ABOUT THAT.

MAYBE IF YOUR DAUGHTER WAS
UNEMPLOYED. OR UNINSURED, OR
ON A FIXED INCOME AND NEEDING
PRESCRIPTION DRUGS, YOU'D
"KNOW SOMETHING" ABOUT
THOSE PROBLEMS. TOO.

BGNEWS
CARRIE WHITAKER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

article, published in Friday's
paper.
If Howe would be so kind, I
wotdd enjoy knowing where in
the Bible is the passage, "Blessed
be the racists, for the power be
withWhitey!"
1 would also like to know
when a religion practiced by a
third of the world's population
became one massive Ku Mux
Klan movement.
I.et's remember that the
religion is based on the faith in
a man who washed the feet of
the poor Jesus Christ served the
lowest of the low. The only
people who objected to this?
The greedy, the rich, and the
selfish; those who Howe equated
with the religion itself.
1 am a Christian. My faitli has
taught me the values of saving
sex for the woman I one day will
many, to treat my parents with
the highest respect, and to do
whatever is necessary to aid all
who play a role in my life. These
are not values "decent human
beings" should live by in the 21st
century? Ihen my personality
must make me the scum of the
earth.
'lb blame the world's problems
on Christianity is outright
laughable. The religion has
existed for a hair under two
thousand years. Mankind has
been on the planet for
approximately 500,000 years.
Before Christianity appeared,
there were wars, rapes and every
other form of violence in
existence, if the 2 billion
Christians in the world were to
disappear entirely, you'd still
have those same wars, and rapes,
and so on.
1 would expect more from a
person who plays a hand in the
education of students on this
campus than to make the
narrow-minded assumptions
found in Howe's writing.

"Where is Bowling
Green State University
located?"

DANIEL GILBERT
FRESHMAN
"Kansas."

ROBERT HANMER
SENIOR
"America... Ohio."

STEPHANIE
AMMIRATI
JUNIOR

"Michigan."

Joe Kaiser
S'.udent
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MATT WALLER
SENIOR
"Bowling Green, Ohio.
I know that because
when we play them
on Playstation, it
says 'Bowling Green,
Ohio.

Questions are something that
all of us have, some of us are just
plagued with them. What I want
to do this semester is take some
of those everyday questions that
all of us have and write about
them.
This semester as I write
articles for the BG News I want
to take questions from every day
life that most of us have about
Jesus Christ. God, our surroundings and apply them to life today.
A lot of people have theories,
conjectures or ideas about God
but one of the biggest things
people want to know is that is
God real and He is applicable in
my life.
I believe diat God is real and
I know it because how He has
showed Himself real in my own
life and how I have seen God
show himself real in the lives of
friends and family.
Some people have compared
a belief In God as like a belief in
Santa Clause or the Easter bunny.
The biggest difference between
a belief in God and that of the
Easter Bunny is that no matter
how much you believe in Santa
Clause or the Easter Bunny, they
do not have any real power.
Jesus Christ revealed himself
through the Bible and is just as
real today as he was over two
thousand years ago.
I am not a theologian nor am
I someone who claims to know
everything. I just want to show
you how Jesus has made Himself
real to me and my hope is that
He shows Himself to you this
semester.
lesus has made himself real to
me by showing me my need for
Him to save me from my sin and
knowing Him.
As I followed Christ, He gave
me answers to some every day
questions that I had. He continues to show Himself to me and
challenge me, as my relationship
with Him grows deeper.
All of us either did or do have
barriers, unanswered questions,
or excuses for not becoming a
Christian.
My hope is that over these
next fifteen weeks I can talk
about some of these barriers and
through these articles God will
tear those barriers down.
Some questions that we have
may never be answered but the
fundamental questions of life
I believe Jesus answered in the
Bible and these answers are still
viable today.
My goal is not to create a
firestorm or a bunch of
controversy. I understand that
not everybody has the same

QP

BRAD
CUSTIS
Opinion Columnist

viewpoint or beliefs that 1 do. I
am not trying to get people
heated and mad.l do understand though that the name
lesus makes people decide.
What I mean is that you either
believe that He is (!od or He is
not. ITiere is no middle ground
with that decision.
We all have to come to a
realization of whether we are
going to follow I iim or not
Other religions and people
just use the term God so it can
encompass everyone. But the
name Jesus encompasses
specifically a God.
So if you have a differing
opinion that is fine, write in. But
if you are looking for an
argument or a debate you won't
find one here.
My goal is discussion of
differing opinions not arguing.
Nothing is ever truly
accomplished through arguing.
I have seen God do amazing
things for people when they
come to him with an open heart
and a broken spirit. He has
saved people from their sin and
changed their character in a
blink of an eye. He has broken
addictions in people's lives.
Jesus has healed people of
cancer and other deadly
diseases, lesus is able to do
amazing things in the life of a
person who comes before Him
in humility and with an open
and believing heart.
I take the side of Shadrach,
Meshach and Abed-nego. These
were three young men who were
threatened with death because
they would not bow down to a
golden idol.
When the king gave them a
second chance to bow down to
that golden image or be thrown
into a fiery furnace the three
men replied. "If it be so, our God
who we serve is able to deliver us
from the burning fiery furnace,
and he will deliver us out of your
hand."
Shadrach, Meshach and
Abed-nego did not know what
was going to happen but they
knew God was able and they
trusted in His sovereignty. No
matter if they lived or died they
were going to trust in Him.
Jesus is able and I pray that
this semester He will open your
eyes to the awesomeness of Him.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually also in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be induded for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attachment to thenews@bgnews.com
with the subject line marked "Letter
to the Editor"or"Guest Column."Only
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before printing.
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reflect the views of The BG News.
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BITTE F I N G
Newson named MAC
player of the week
'HE BG NEWS

Bowling Green defensive back
Keon Newson was named MAC
West defensive player of the
week.
Newson had ten tackles, a
strip, and an interception return
for a touchdown in a 40-24 loss
to Oklahoma in Norman.
Anthony Sherrell of Eastern
Michigan won the offensive honors after gaining 151 yards against
Buffalo.
This marks the third time
Newson has won MAC West
defensive honors.

Bonds
keeps
getting
walked

£

JIM
LITRE
APCxilunmist

Barry Bonds walks more than Dr.
Sclwll. Opposing pitchers are so
s|xxiked at the moment that the
Giants could stick a cardboard
cutout in the barter's box and
it would be guaranteed at least
one free pass every game.
Bonds has walked in 101 of
the 124 games he's played, and
in 65 of those, more than once.
1 If leads the National league in
batting percentage, but he might
finish the season with 70 or more
M .ilks than hits. He's No. 3 in runs
scored, but could wind up walking to first almost twice as often
as he crosses the plate. He has
mow 32 more walks than the
top two batters in the American
League combined, four times
more intentional passes than
the next closest player (101 vs.
lim Thome's 25) and almost
double the next closest team (St.
Louis, 57).
Bonds has already walked
more than any major leaguer in
history, more than anyone in a
single season — and with 194
already, he'll probably break his
own record (198 in 2002) before
the week is out.
In typical fashion, the Arizona
Diamondbacks walked Bonds
twice Sunday in a 4-1 loss in
San I rancisco. The second time
was on purpose — it came in
the seventh inning with Bonds'
teammates already occupying
first and second—and this from
a team with no chance of making the postseason.
And in typical fashion. Bonds
refused afterward to talk about it,
or anything else for that matter.
That task fell to his designated
speaker, Giants manager Felipe
Alou.
"I've seen worse than that," he
UTKE, PAGE 8
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Long weekend for BG soccer
By Danielle Tanner
SPORTS REPORTER

The BG women's soccer team
had a strenuous Labor Day
weekend, losing tough games
to Michigan State and Eastern
Illinois. The team is now 1-3-0
early in the season, but has yet to
see any conference action.
The 3-0 score of Friday's
match against Michigan State
didn't reflect the strong nlav of

the Falcon squad. The Spartans'
first goal was scored off a free
kick taken by Nina Mastracci
29:16 into the game.
"I thought we played pretty
well today,'1 head coach Andy
Richards said. "At halftime. it
was pretty tight, and we caused
that problem ourselves by conceding a tree kick."
The Falcons played well defensively and held the score at 1-0

into the second half. Just 6:19
into the second half, Michigan
State midfielder Abby Shepherd
served a ball in to Maureen
Pawlak who sent the ball past
BG keeper lenifer Kernanhan.
BG forward Sam Meister gave
the team some offensive chances
in the second half as she got her
head on several comer kicks in
the Spartan box. but was unable
to convert.

Luck seemed to be with the
Spartans as they scored again
with less than three minutes remaining in match play.
Michigan State's Emma Harris
fired two shots on goal, scoring
on the second shot.
Even though BG didn't come
away with the victor;-, Richards
was pleased with the way the
teamed performed, especially
defensively.

"1 lefensfvety, I was i cry pleased
with the way we counteracted
what they had to throw at us. It
was a much closer contest than
the SCOie suggests," Richards

said
Captain Beth Neman agreed
with Richards that the team
played well, but had MIMIC
unlucky breaks. Both RJeman
WOMEN, PAGE 7

Football falls to
OU in Norman
By Adam Hntzak
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Falcon football team walked
out of Oklahoma Memorial
Stadium Saturday knowing they
can play with any team in the
nation.
Although they fell 40-24 to the
#2 ranked Oklahoma Sooners,
they put up a good fight against
some of the top talent in the
nation, while playing in one of
the most hostile environments.
"I'm damn proud of my team,"
said BG head coach Gregg
Brandon.
The Falcons never quit battling all game and, after trailing by 27 points heading into
the fourth quarter, pulled to
within two scores at 37-24 early
in the fourth after safety Keon
Newson jumped a screen route
and returned an interception 28
yards for a touchdown.
"As the game flow went (on).
we were able to pick up on a
couple of different things (OU's
offense) were doing," Newson
said. "On (the interception) play,
I picked up on a signal... and I
was able to make that play."
Oklahoma then went on a
crashing drive to BG dial went
17 plays for 73 yards, and took
8:57 off the clock The key play
of the drive, and maybe the
game, was with the Sooners facing a 4th and 5 on BG's 30-yard
line. BG brought a blitz and OU
quarterback Jason White rolled
to his right to avoid the pressure.
Throwing from his back foot, he
found light end loe Ion Finley
for a 14-yard gain and first down,
which led to a 24-yard Trey
DiCarlo field goal that put OU

up 40-24 and scaled BG's fate.
"We had our chances... but the
4th and 5 there in the end kind
of took us out of (the game),"
Brandon said.
The Sooners jumped out to
a 7-0 lead in the first quarter as
White found wide receiver Mark
Gayton in die back of the endzone for a 6-yard touchdown
pass, capping off an impressive
11 plav. 61-yard opening drive
for OU.
The Falcons had their first
scoring opportunity late in
the first after Newson stripped
Sooners tight end James Moses
of the ball and recovered it at the
OU 30-yard line.
Three plays later, BG quarterback Omar Jacobs rolled to his
right and hit Charles Sharon for
an 18-yard touchdown pass to
tie the game at 7.
Jacobs, making his first career
start for the Falcons, finished the
game 24 of 41 for 218 yards and
two touchdowns with no interceptions.
"I think Omar held up under
the pressure," Brandon said.
"When he did get flushed (out of
die pocket), he took care of the
ball and made some plays. That
was encouraging to see."
lacobs kept his composure all
day and never appeared nervous,
despite facing such a difficult
BenSwangef BGNews
defense in his first start.
MY BALL: Bowling Green defensive backs Terrill Mayberry and Keon Newson sandwich Oklahoma's Mark
"I've always had poise," Jacobs
Clayton. Newson was able to force a fumble on the play but the Falcons still lost, 40-24.
said. "Going in there against one
of the best defenses in the nation,
Oklahoma extended dieir lead
BG had a difficult time stop- third to put OU up37-10. loinI can't show that I'm rattled... so
to 24-10 at half-time after Kejaun
ping die Sooner running game
32 carries for 148 yards, and
(1 had) to keep that poise."
Jones ran for an 11-yard touchFreshman standout Adrian Peterson, Hi lor UK), dominated
Sharon said about Jacobs. "1 down, Clayton caught his second
Peterson took a hand-off from the Falcon 1) all day.
think he did very well. He's going TD pass of the game, and DiCarlo White and bolted 35 yards for a
to be a great player."
FOOTBALL PAGE 6
hit a FG from 27 yards out.
TD with 2:23 remaining in the

Reds fall behind another game in a loss to Astros, 11-5
"I was just excited
thinking about the
home run. I was
going to go sit in my
hole but they told
me to get out there."

Win brings Houston
to vvithin one game of
winning the wild card.
By Joel Anderson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The crowd was on its feet, beckoning the latest slugging surprise in the Houston Astros'
vaunted offense to re-emerge
from the dugout.
Already seated and oblivious
to the cheers, Brandon Backe
didn't stir from his daze until
his teammates nudged him
back outside.
"I was just excited thinking
about the home run," said the
26-year-old pitcher, who was
making only hLs fourth career
start. "I was going to go down
and sit in my little hole, but
they told me to get out there."
Backe hit his first career
homer, a two-run shot, and
allowed one run in seven
innings to keep the Astros in
the thick of the NL wild-card
chase with an 11-5 win over the
Cincinnati Reds yesterday—their
season-high 10th straight victory.
Jeff Bagwell, Lance Berkman

MM J. Phillip AP Photo
HOME RUN: Houston Astros pitcher Brandon Backe is greeted at home
plate by teammate Jose Vizcaino after hittinga two-run home run against
the Cincinnati Reds in the fourth inning yesterday.
and Jeff Kent also homered for
I louston, on its longest win streak
in five years. The Astros have won
18 of 21 since Aug. 15, the best
record in the majors during that

stretch.
TheAstrosclosedwithinagame
of NL wild-card leaders Chicago
and San Francisco. Houston, a
season-high 11 games over .500

at 74-63, hasn't been within striking range of the Cubs and Giants
in more than three months.
"They are not missing anything
at the plate," Reds manager Dave
Miley said. "If you make a mistake, they hit it and they hit it
hard."
Backe (3-2) virtually shut down
the Reds after giving up three
BRANDON BACKE, PITCHER
hits and a run-scoring single to
out to doff his cap. It was the
D'Angelo Jimenez in the first. I le
first homer by an Astros pitcher
gave up only four singles from
since Ron Viilone did it against
there, finishing with a career-high
the Reds on Aug. 15.2003.
eight strikeouts and a walk.
"I asked (manager Phil) Garner,
But it was Backe's performance
at the plate that was die biggest 'Did we just win the World Series
or what?" Berkman said. "I didn't
surprise.
Backe went 2-for-2 widi a walk, know what was going on."
Said catcher Brad Ausmus:
including the two-run shot in the
fourth that gave Houston a 5-1 "I just wanted to make sure he
didn't get too lull of himself after
lead.
that home run. I've played for
"It was my big dream to be
a hitter in the major leagues," over 11 years and I've never had
said Backe, who was drafted by a curtain call."
1 louston's powerful offense did
Tampa Bay in 1998 as a second
die rest.
baseman. "I never thought I'd be
The Astros, who've averaged
a pitcher. My hitting skills are
nearly 10 runs a game during
still there. I practice all the time
its win streak, roughed up Reds
behind closed doors."
starter Aaron Harang for the secThe crowd of 40,581 gave Backe
a standing ovation as rounded the
ond time in six days.
bases and didn't stop the cheers
Harang (8-8) allowed seven
until he came out from the dug- runs on nine hits, including lour

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WVWBGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

homers, in four innings for his
fifth loss in six decisions, I larang
also gave up four homers in an 80 loss to Houston last week.
"I was listening to their IV
announcers and they said somebody is going to have To throw an
absolute gem of a game to stop
them and get them out of their
rhythm," Harang said, T agree.
And I don't see thai happening."
Bagwell connected in the first
to extend his season-best hitting streak to 11 games, tying die
game at 1-1. Berkman and Kent
led off the fourth with back toback homers before Backe's twoout, two-run shot.
Bagwell added an RBI double
in the fifth and Mike lamb followed with a mn-scoring single.
Houston added four more runs
in the sixth after Bagwell was hit
by a pitch with the bases loaded,
Kent walked and Iamb hit a tworun single.
Cincinnati's Adam Dunn
scored in the eighth on a field
ing error by Iamb, loan Castro's
three-run homer in the ninth cut
the Rods' deficit to 11-5. ll was his
fourth homer of the season and it
drove in Darren Bragg and Ryan
Free!, both of whom walked.
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Yankees ask D-Rays to forfeit game
level up," Yankees manager |oe
Torre said. "'They're cheering halting practice."
About 20,000 fans appeared
to be on hand when Orlando
I lemandez finally threw the first
pitch to Julio Lugo at 7:02 p.m.
and about 30,000 appeared to fill
tlie seats later on. The Yankees
said 44,422 tickets had been
sold.
Before the game, Yankees president Randy Levinc and general
manager Brian (Ashman held
a news conference on the field,
explaining why they wanted a
forfeit. Baseball rules say a forfeit
may be called if a team isn't ready
within five minutes of umpires
calling "play" unless the delay is
"unavoidable."
"The rule states that if your
team is here and ready to play,
and the other team isn't here and
not ready to play, there should
lie a forfeit, and we believe there
should be a forfeit," Levine said.
Tampa Bay's home games
against Detroit on Saturday and
Sunday were postponed, and the
Tigers returned home after Friday
night's games. Bob DuPuy. chief
operating officer of the comniis
sioner's office, said the Devil Rays
were asked to investigate leaving
Friday night or Saturday.
"There were plenty of opportunities to get out of Tampa on

By Ronald Blum
!HE ASSOCIATt0 PRISS

rhe New Vbik Yankees asked the
commissioner!! office to award
them a forfeit over the lamps
lia> Devil Hays aftei lhe\ failed
in arrive In time yesterday
because of travel problems due
to Hurricane Prances, It was a
request thai had no chance of
being granted
t Iriginalh scheduled as a doubleheader starting si I p.m., the
Start nine was pushed back two
hours on Sunday. Because of the
delay, die commissioners office
told the teams to play one game
at 7 p.m. and said it would decide
latet on when to reschedule the
second game.
The Devil Rays arrived at 6:05
p.m.. and commissioner Bud
Selig had no intention of order
IIIJ; a forfeit.
(Hven the stage of the season
we are In, and the exciting pennant races, it is critical that we do
everything to decide the championship on the field," he said in a
statement
I he Yankee Stadium gales
opened at 11 a.ni., and about
1.000 fans were on hand. They
nere given free hot dogs and

sodas, and fans applauded foudty
when the Yankees took batting

practice starting about 4:45 pro.
"This mold keep the energy

Chad Richmw AP Photo

IS IT A WIN?: Hideki Matsui, Derek leter and the entire Yankees
organization are calling into question a game with Tampa Bay.
Saturday. The airports were open
until 3 or 4 o'clock." Levine said
after Yankees officials checked
with airlines.
Devil Rays general manager
Chuck LaMar said the team never
intended to leave for New York
until Sunday night or Monday,
"We decided, and we made the

Tressel hopes young
players learn game

right decision; we'll stick by that
decision, to stay with our families," he said. "We wanted to stay
in the Tampa Bay area, wait out
the storm with our families."
DuPuy said Devil Rays owner
Vincent Naimoli had told the
commissioner's office over the
weekend that his team was trying

to make arrangements to leave
Florida but couldn't.
"We have learned since that it
may have been possible to get out
on Friday or Saturday, although
we were advised by Mr. Naimoli
at the time that they were unable
to obtain a charter," DuPuy said.
Naimoli refused to address the
issue.
"Get everything down in print
as you will. I have no comment,"
he said as walked into Yankee
Stadium.
DuPuy would not say whether
the commissioner's office would
penalize the Devil Rays, saying
the matter was between baseball and the team. He said the
Yankees' request for a forfeit had
not been ruled on, but made clear
it would be denied by Selig.
"He believes it is critical to play
all of the games on the field,"
DuPuy said. "1 le does not believe
in forfeiting games, and it is his
intention to reschedule the game
that was lost today."
The teams are scheduled to
play nigh! games today, tomorrow and Thursday. Levine said
that if the forfeit request was
denied, it should l>e rescheduled
to be played on Oct. 4, the day
after the regular season, if it's
needed to decide a postseason
race.
The last time a major league

game was forfeited because a
team didnt show on time was
July 17, 1902, according to retrosheetorg. The New York Giants
gained control of the Baltimore
team and reassigned most players, leaving Baltimore without
enough players to play St. Louis
that day.
The Devil Rays gathered at
Tropicana Field at 8 am, departed the ballpark at 1 p.m. and took
off from Tampa International
Airport at 2:55 p.m. The team
arrived at LaGuardia Airport at
5:20 p.m. and pulled up to Yankee
Stadium in two buses at 45 minutes later.
As it was, Devil Rays outfielder
Aubrey Huff could not get out of
his home in a low-lying area and
did not accompany the team to
NewYork.
The Yankees reported to
Yankee Stadium at noon for the
doubleheader.
"Lett) get a grill," Yankees pitcher Mike Mussina said. "Hot dogs
and burgers on the field."
Waiting for the game, some
Yankees slept in the trainers'
room, some worked out, some
took extra batting practice and
some went home for a while.
"We had planned on being
here all day anyway," Yankees
captain Derek leter said.

Agassi wins easy match,
Davenport defeats Venus
By Ben Walker
IHE ASSOCIATED PRtSS

By Rusty Miller
IHt ASSOCIATED PRtSS

Like any good teacher. Ohio
State coach lim Tressel did his
very best to point out the good
along with the had.
"The quarterbacks madesome
good plays," Tressel said after the
No. 9-ranked Buckeyes' 27-(i win
over Cincinnati Saturday. They
also made some bad errors,
especially from a turnover standpoint, which we won't be able to

survive in the future."
The Buckeyes' lineup was
choked with young and untested players, although quarterback
was the most obvious position
where green players were taking
over.
Justin Zwick started and completed 14 of 26 passes for 213
yards, but threw two interceptions and fumbled four times.
He was relieved by fellow sophomore Troy Smith, who hit on 2
of 3 passes for 29 yards and, like
Zwick. threw a touchdown pass.
"The quarterbacks are similar in the way they handle the
team," said tailback Lydell Ross,
who rushed for 141 yards and
scored once for the Buckeyes.
"Obviously, there were mistakes.
Wc hive to learn from those mistakes and get better."
Wide receiver Bam Childress
said the quarterback tandem
deserved a passing grade.
"Botii quarterbacks did well, to
keep their cool through the good
and the bad times," he said.
Following a scoreless first quarter in which Ohio State rushed for
minus-1 yard, the Bearcats took a

layLaPnte AP Photo

IN CLASS: Ohio State quarterback Justin Zwick is one of the many
Buckeyes that head coach Jim Tressel hopes does some learning.
3-0 lead after Zwick was stripped
of the ball by lamar Enzor. Kevin
Lovell eventually connected on a
27-yard field goal on the second
play of the second quarter.
Moments later, Ross burst
through a hole at his own 20 and,
finding no one near him, bolted
68 yards.
"We started slower than we
wanted — and I started just as
slow," Ross said. "But in the second half we got into a niche and
started doing what we wanted
to do."
Zwick completed passes for
14, 28 and 15 yards before finding a wide-open Ryan Hamby for
a 17-yard score late in the second quarter to put the Buckeyes
ahead 10-3.
Things could have been even
worse for Zwick, one of Ohio
State's most highly touted quarterback recniits ever. He fumbled the ball another time and

it bounced directly to teammate
Bam Childress. On the touchdown drive, he threw a pass over
the middle that went through the
hands of two Cincinnati defenders before Childress grabbed it
for 28 yards.
"You can't dwell on mistakes,"
Zwick said. "The two interceptions weren't bad reads. They
were just bad balls. You can't
worry about that and let them
get into your head."
Zwick threw interceptions on
Ohio State's first two possessions
of the second half.
After Lovell's second field goal
for the Bearcats, the Buckeyes
marched 57 yards capped by
Ross' 1-yard run for a 17-6 lead.
Zwick hit Childress on an 18yard pass play diat again went
between two waiting defenders,
then Ross rambled for 18 more
yards to set up the score.
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Andre Agassi made short work of
marathon man Sargis Sargsian
on labor Day and moved on to
an incredibly- attractive matchup at the U.S. Open: Next up,
top-seeded Roger Pederer in the
quarterfinals.
Undsay Davenport won in
straight sets, too, needing five
match points in the final game
to turn back Venus Williams
7-5, 6-4. It was the 25th time
the former Open winners met
— Davenport leads 13-12, and
they've split eight Grand Slam
matches.
"She appears to be snuggling
a bit for confidence," Davenport
said.
Agassi swept out his longtime friend and occasional
practice partner 6-3, 6-2, 6-2 in
just 90 minutes. Sargsian's last
two matches totaled nearly 10
hours, though he said he felt
fresh instead of fatigued.
"I never expect to win easily, and 1 think matches have
the potential of looking that way
more than feeling that way,"
Agassi said.
Tim Henman and Dominik
Hrbaty also advanced on the
men's side. Shinobu Asagoe
moved into women's quarters
against Davenport, while No. 1
Justine Henin-Hardenne played
at night.
l-'ederer reached the Open
quarterfinals for the first Ume,
and did so in easy fashion. No.
16 Andrei Pavel withdrew with a
herniated disc in his lower back
long before their match started
— he missed six months last
year with a bad back and wrist
Playing on his 30th birthday, Henman gave himself a
neat present: his first trip to the
Open quarters in his 10th visit
to Flushing Meadows. He led
a testy Nicolas Kiefer 6-7 (5),
6-3, 6-1, 6-7 (4), 3-0 when the
German pulled out with an
injured right hand.
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"I'm slowing up already,"
I lenman kidded.
Hrbaty rallied to oust Olivier
Rochus 2-6, 3-6, 6-3. 6-4, 6-0.
Hrbaty overcame 77 unforced
errors to make it to a major
quarterfinal for the first time.
Asagoe upset No. 29 Eleni
Daniilidou 7-6 (4), 4-6, 6-3,
making her the lowest-ranked
U.S. Open quarterfinalist since
Williams in 1997.
Asagoe is ranked 62nd;
Williams was 66th when she
reached the final in her Open
debut.
The sixth-seeded Agassi kept
up his drive for a third Open
championship and never let
Sargsian get into a rhythm.
Agassi broke him in his first service game of each set
"I don't think it's quite as comfortable playing against somebody that you root for," Agassi
said. "I mean, if I were to lose, 1
probably wouldn't want to lose
to anybody more than him, if
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that makes any sense at all."
Sargsian played the two longest matches of the tournament, needing 5 hours, 9 minutes to beat Nicolas Massu in
the second round and dien taking 4:44 to defeat Paul-Henri
Mathieu.
Agassi saw that last match on
television.
"Never been so nervous in
my life," Agassi said. "It's a lot
easier playing than watching
when you really care about it.
1 was pulling for him. It was
a great display of tennis and
heart, by both players."
Sargsian's knee wobbled in
the second set, though he was
able to continue. At 31, he's three
years younger than Agassi.
"It's strange to play Andre,
to be honest," he said. "I really
hope this is the last time I play
him. I don't feel like I have a
game plan against him. Like
I don't know how to win the
points."

TV

Cooper
Tires „

Julie licobsm AP Photo

CELEBRATION: Andre Agassi, right, and Sargis Sargsian of Armenia
talk at the net at the conclusion of their match at the U.S. Open tennis
tournament Saturday. Agassi defeated Sargsian 6-3,6-2,6-2.
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Alou finds the Bonds walk
situations to be ridiculous
UTKE, FROM PAGE 5
said. "Al least the game was close.
"And sometimes," Alou added
a second later, "I understand the
strategy of those walks."
But not always.
On Friday, the Colorado
Rockies, another team with nothing to play for, walked Bonds
when they were trailing 11-5.
They wound up losing 18-7, yet
manager Clint Hurdle said afterward with a straight face, "I owe it
to the 25 guys in my clubhouse to
give them the best chance to win.
And pitching to Bonds doesn't
do that."
Somehow, Alou bit his lip until
the Rockies left town.
"To me," he said, "it's ridiculous."
If you're sensing a theme, it's
that Alou shouldn't be only one
baiting the opposition. Put aside
his vested interest — the Giants
are chasing a wild-card spot —
and your feelings about Bonds
for just a moment (we'll address
those later) and there's no doubt
that what's happening is unprecedented, unfair and practically
un-American.
Because baseball is that rare
game where the defense begins
every play with possession of
the ball, he's being frozen out in
a way that Michael Jordan, Joe
Montana and Wayne Gretzky
never could.
And way more than any base-

Soccer strong in losses to
MSU and Eastern Illinois

ball player ever has, including though, Bonds has done lots of
Babe Ruth.
things differendy. He's held his
And things won't improve any- tongue as the rumors spread and
time soon. Bonds is three home
the strikes thrown his way dried
runs shy of 700, just 18 behind
up, harrowing his focus to the
Babe and 58 behind Henry Aaron, one or two liittable pitches he
and everybody knows what's in
sees each night and turning them
around with frightening regular
store.
"I believe it going to get even
ity. Believe whatever you want
worse," Alou said. "A pitcher isn't about performance-enhancers
going to want to be the one who
adding distance to a drive, they
gives up 700 or 755. It's not going
still do nothing to improve con
to get better, that's for sure."
tact.
Bonds' on-base and slugging
To which some fans will say,
"Amen."
percentages are so far ahead
There is no separating Bonds
of the competition, it looks
from the supersizing of base- like he's the only player in the
ball that began when the game "A" flight. If you think smacking
returned from the strike-short- one home run for every eight at
bats is impressive, consider The
ened 1994 season. To many, he's
the first float in a juiced parade. Sporting News reported that as of
The argument goes that because
last week. Bonds was swinging at
home runs came so cheaply to so only 28 percent of the pitches he
many pumped-up sluggers for so
saw, by far the lowest rate in the
long that Bonds is simply getting
majors, and missing on only 12
what he deserves.
percent of those cuts.
And then there's the damage
Keep that in mind as Bonds
he's done to the campaign him- inches his way past this milestone
self. Fair or not, Bonds has been
or that one. Teams that aren't in
portrayed as selfish, arrogant and
contention won't pitch to him
short on hustle, and he's con- and those that are don't have to
sistently downplayed his own
because the Giants haven't yet
found somebody to hit in the
achievements, besides — but not
always out of a sense of modesty No. 5 spot who can cover Bonds
Some fans have taken the image
back.
It's becoming so predictable
of Bonds' teammates staying
seated in the dugout when he
and edging so close to making
crossed home plate after hitting a mockery of things that any
home run No. 500, and turned it day soon, you'll look up and see
into an object lesson.
"Triumph the insult comic dog'
In the intervening years, batting behind him.

Chris Carlson AP Photo

A BIG WIN: Elliott Sadler celebrates his victory at the Pop Secret 500
Sunday with a member of his crew.
of questions marks heading to
Richmond.
Only the top 10 drivers in the
points following that race will
be eligible to compete for the
title over the final 10 races. Eight
drivers remain in the running
for the final three spots.
Kasey Kahne finished second Sunday, followed by Mark
Martin, lamie McMurray and
Ryan Newman. That moved
Newman to eighth, with
Kahne ninth, Martin 10th and
McMurray on the outside looking in, just 25 points back in
11th.
The drivers who took the biggest hit in the race were Kevin
Harvick, who finished 28th
and fell from eighth to 15th,
56 points behind Martin, and
Bobby Labonte, whose 21stplace run Sunday dropped him
from ninth to 12th, 36 points
out of 10th.
Also in the hunt are 13th-place
Jarrett, who finished eighth in
the race, and 14th-place Jeremy
Mayfield, who was 16th.
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"Their backs were hard to
tackle," Brandon said. "We had
to swarm to tackle those guys
and that's tough to sustain that
kind of intensity for four quarters."
The Falcon offense opened
up their passing game on the
ensuing drive to make a late
push. Jacobs completed passes of 20 and 23 yards to receiv-

Vijay Singh won a head-to-head
matchup with Tiger Woods to
end his record reign atop golf's
ultimate leaderboard.
Singh shot a 69 to beat
Woods and Adam Scon by
three strokes in the Deutsche
Bank Championship yesterday,
clinching the No. 1 ranking in
the world with his sixth victory
of the year. Woods had been first
for more than five years — a
record 264 consecutive weeks.
Singh took a three-stroke lead
into the final round, but he and
Woods were tied at 13 under
after Singh bogeyed No. 13 at
the par-71, 7,415-yard TPC of
Boston. Woods bogeyed the next
hole and Singh birdied 15 to pull
ahead by two strokes before
adding birdies on the final two
holes to finish 16 under and win
the $900,000 first prize.
"It feels great," said Singh, who
has won the last eight times he
took a lead into the final round.
"I can't wait to celebrate."

By Tom Withers
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Browns running back I-ee Suggs
did not practice yesterday, raising doubts about his availability
for the season opener against
the Baltimore Ravens.
Suggs, who sat out Saturday's
preseason finale against the
Chicago Bears with a neck
"stinger", had litde to say in the
locker room following practice.
"It feels good," Suggs whispered.
Asked if he would play in
Sunday's opener, Suggs said, "It's
not up to me."
Suggs only nodded to a few
more questions before being
whisked away by a team spokesman, who hovered near the second-year back's locker during
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"I'm happy," Jackson said. "1 in
straight"
Jackson said he and Davis
spoke yesterday to clear up any
misunderstandings.
"I'm doing what's best for my
teammates," said Jackson, who
led the Browns in rushing as a
rookie in 2001. "Those guys have
been behind me."
Jackson said he expects to
spend the rest of the season
with the Browns, who entertained some trade offers for the
28-year-old, but weren't willing
to give him up for a late-round
pick.
Jackson was asked if his still
being here had anything to do
with Suggs' injury.
"I don't think so," he said.

Must have good communication skills
& be mechanically inclined
Call Tues. 9/7 9-5 only
419-893-4670
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the brief interview session.
Coach Butch Davis steered
clear of talking about Suggs,
who rushed for a team-high 118
yards on 15 carries and scored
three touchdowns during the
exhibition season.
"He's day to day," Davis said.
Based on his play during
training camp and in three preseason games, Suggs appeared
to win the competition with
William Green to be the Browns'
No. 1 back.
Davis, who kept four running
backs on his 53-man roster, has
said he'll use some two-back
sets this season.
Meanwhile, third-stringer
James Jackson, who last week
said he wanted out of Cleveland,
has changed his tone.
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Woods asked. "I've had a good
run."
Singh improved to 15 under
with a birdie on the first hole;
Woods left a 15-footer on the
rim of the cup.
On the second hole, a par5, 553-yard dogleg right, both
players got into trouble. Singh
couldn't find his ball and took
a drop, hit to 14 feet of the pin
and then two-putted for bogey;
Woods found his among the
rocks in front of the green, but
when he swung at the ball he
hit a rock instead, jamming his
wrist, breaking his club and
costing himself a stroke.
Shaking off the pain, he
punched his way up the hill,
chipped onto the green and
two-putted from 18 feet for a
bogey.
"it hurt all day," Woods said.
Singh birdied No. 10 to move
back to minus 14 and then
Woods moved back within a
stroke with a birdie on No. 12,
chipping in from 64 feet.

20-30 people to work during
summer and fall months

4 Locations
rmwAuumi

Scott, the defending champion, started the day seven strokes
behind Singh before making the
turn with four consecutive birdies to get into contention. He
birdied the 18th hole to finish 13
under, and Woods matched him;
John Rollins and Daniel Chopra
were another two strokes back
at minus 10.
Singh is the top winner on
the tour this year with six victories, including the PGA
Championship, and $7,889,566
in earnings. He needed only to
finish ahead of Woods to take
over the No. 1 ranking that he
has been closing in on all year.
The computer rankings factor
in performance over the past
two years, taking the strength of
field into account; Woods held
a 12.09-11.91 lead heading into
this week. The new numbers
were expected to be released
later yesterday, but Singh's will
be the first player other than
Woods to hold the No. 1 ranking
since Aug. 8,1999.
"That's not too bad, is it?"
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on 19 carries... Kicker Shaun
Suisham tied his career long
when he made a 47-yard FG in
the second quarter... Middle
linebacker JovonBurkesled the
Falcons with 12 tackles... Tight
end Todd DiBacco caught the
first two passes of his career
on the opening drive, totaling
nine yards... Newson finished
the game with 10 tackles, 1 FF,
1 FR, and 1 INT returned for
a IT).
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er Steve Sanders to spark the
offense. Sharon, who finished
with 4 catches for 54 yards,
made a great diving catch in
the corner of the end zone for
a 16-yard TD, his second of the
game. Jacobs went 5-6 on the
drive for 73 yards and a TD.
Falcon Notes
Brandon put an emphasis
on BG being able to run the
ball, but the Falcons finished
the game with just 51 yards

Suggs misses practice, raises
doubt about opener status

»D VISITS or 8 BOOTH VISITS

• 2 Barbers • No Waiting
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with a 2-0 victory. Scoring
for Eastern were Trisha Walter
and Michelle Steinhaus. BG
keeper Ali Shingler had six
saves in the game.
Losses are always tough, but
the Falcons are taking important lessons away from these
games that will help them
when they begin to face MidAmerican Conference opponents. The Falcons'next match
will be this Friday as they travel to Annapolis, Md. to play
the U.S. Naval Academy.

Oklahoma backs prove a
tough test for BG football

BylimmyGoleti

By me terns

ning at the end of every race and,
going into Richmond, Sadler has
two wins, seven top fives and 11
top 10s in 25 races.
Sadler, in his second season
with the Yates team, gives a lot of
the credit to Parrott, who began
to work with the driver late last
season after a year filled with
chaos and disappointment.
"The best decision we made
was bringing him on board at the
end of last year to give me and
him some races to work together because the first four or five
races we didn't understand each
other," Sadler said." We were kind
of speaking different languages
and we both kind of put our feelings on our sleeves when we were
talking about the race car. We had
to overcome that.
"The more we worked together, the better we got When we
showed up at Daytona this year,
man, we were just in the full
groove and getting better and
better."
While Sadler is all but in the
new playoff, there remain plenty

with the play of Meister and
Kernahan, as well as two freshand Richards recognize the men.
need to grow as much as pos"I think [freshmenl Janie
sible from the first six non-con- Babich and Tiernay Tilford
have done a real nice job. We
ference games of the season.
"Basically, we just need to are particularly impressed
learn from these six games with them," Richards said.
before we move into confer- "Sam Meister is a great player
ence play," Rieman said. "We for us. She's a hardworker who
had our chances. We were a carries a lot of responsibility."
As far as scoring, the Falcons
bit unlucky, but we'll deal with
that and do better next time."
did better in their next match
Whiletheentireteamshowed against Eastern Illinois on
a strong effort through the Sunday, allowing one less
game, Richards was impressed goal. The Panthers came away
SOCCER, FROM PAGE 5

Singh moves into first

Sadler looks solid while
winning Pop Secret 500
Elliott Sadler has an appointment
to be fitted for a tuxedo
After winning the Pop Secret
500 Sunday night at California
Speedway and all but nailing
down a spot in NASCAR's new
Chase for die Nextel Cup playoff,
Sadler could hardly contain his
excitement about a possible trip
to New York City in December for
the annual postseason awards
banquet.
Only the top 10 in the points
get to go on stage at the gala, and
Sadler is ready right now.
"I've been in racing a couple of
years now and I never got to go to
New York," Sadler said. "I'm going
to go get my tuxedo next weekend and I'm going to get all fitted
up so 1 can look all snazzy when I
go up on stage in New York."
First, though, he has a little
business to take care of.
If Sadler simply starts Saturday
night's race at Richmond
International Raceway, he will
lock up his spot in the top 10.
Once that is done, the 29-yearold driver from Emporia, Va., has
a considerably higher goal.
"I think we can win the championship," said Sadler, who has
never finished better than 20th in
the points in his first five years in
NASCAR's top stock car series.
Todd Parrott. his crew chief and
the man who guided Robert Yates
Racing teammate Dale Jarrett to a
tide in 1999, agrees.
"Getting into the top 10 is a
goal that we set out to do at the
start of the year," Parrott said. "If
we finish 10th in the points, that's
a great accomplishment. But I
think we have a shot to win the
championship."
Both Sadler and Parrott pointed to the team's consistency as
the reason for their confidence.
Since beginning the season
with a seventh-place finish in the
Daytona 500, Sadler's No. 38 Ford
has never been out of the top 10.
He is the only full-time driver
in the series who has been run-
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gas and power — more than
200 motorists northbound and
100 southbound waited in line
to fill up.
Airports in Tampa, Orlando
and West Palm Beach resumed
operation. As of midday, nearly
80,000 people remained in shelters, down from about 108,000
on Sunday. The largest evacuation in state history had affected
47 of Florida's 67 counties.
Cruise ships arrived belatedly
at the Port of Miami after staying at sea to avoid the storm and
extending their passengers' voyages. The Postal Service played
catchup by delivering mail on
Labor Day. Some schools made
preparation for classes after
serving as shelters during the
weekend.
The Federal Emergency
Management Agency was preBruoR Bennett APPholo
pared to distribute 1.5 million
BLOWN AWAY: A tree, blown over by Hurricane Frances Saturday, lies gallons of water and 1 million
on a Florida home. Damages are estimated up to $10 billion.
meals.
One risk-assessment comBy David Royse
to be really upset if it blows my pany estimated insured losses
1HS ASSOCIATE D PRESS
from Frances could range from
yard away."
Streets were deserted in the $2 billion to $10 billion. A state
ST. MARKS, I'la. — Frances
crowded into the Florida PanhandletownofApalachicola. official said damage could have
Panhandle yesterday, tak- where most businesses closed been worse.
"If it's the same all the way
ing another swing at a storm- and some boarded up.
The storm's wind and low across, we're looking at a couple
weary state where it already had
knocked out power to 6 million pressure had sucked water of billion dollars rather than the
people, torn up roofs and boats out to sea away from the Big big numbers we were seeing earand been blamed for at least four Bend, Florida's elbow where the lier," state Chief Financial Officer
Tom Gallagher said.
peninsula joins the
deaths.
Frances
had
While Panhandle residents Panhandle.
charged
into
"There was no "What we're
rode out the tropical storm's
east coast
heavy rain and wind blowing water on the gulf
concerned Florida's
early Sunday with
at a sustained 65 mph, shut- along the Taylor
most about wind roaring at
ters started coming down in County coastline as
115 mph and more
the south and residents started far as you could see."
isflooding- than
13 inches of
returning to homes they had county emergency
we're
rain, stripping away
management direcevacuated.
smashing
The return revealed fresh tor Roy Woods said.
expecting roofs,
boats, eroding away
Frances was movhardship as motorists waited for
large
a chunk of 1-95 and
gasoline in queues that stretched ing north-northwest
more than 200 cars long and at about 8 mph, foreamounts of flooding West Palm
Beach streets up to
others stood in enormous lines casters said, and
rainfall." four feet deep.
to get water, ice and other basic bound for Georgia
Frances
also
and Alabama.
supplies.
PENNY BOLIN.
ripped an estimated
"You can tell it's
"We really hope to get ice
and everything else. We don't getting very close EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 1,000 exterior panOF THE RED CROSS
els from NASA's
know what they have in there,'' — there's lots of rain,
massive
Vehicle
said Christine Bland, standing lotsofwindnow,"said
Assembly Building
in line with about 1,500 other Penny Bolin, execupeople at a Wal-Mart in Palm tive director of the Red Cross at the Kennedy Space Center. It
Beach County. Up the coast in chapter in Albany, Ga. "What was the worst hurricane damage
Fort Pierce, hundreds of people we're concerned most about to ever strike the space center,
stood in a line with buckets and is flooding — we're expecting officials said.
At Daytona Beach, still recovice chests on a sunny, steamy large amounts of rainfall."
But while Frances was head- ering from Hurricane Charley
afternoon.
The core of the storm, once ing out of Florida, residents had three weeks ago, Frances
a powerful Category 4 hurri- started keeping a wary eye on tore roofing off the Peabody
cane before it slowed somewhat, yet another storm. Ivan, the Fifth Auditorium, where the London
slammed into the state's Atlantic hurricane of the year, had sus- Symphony Orchestra appears
coast early Sunday. After cross- tained wind of 125 mph and was each year, and destroyed a sign
ing the state and a corner of the centered 435 miles east-south- advertising "The World's Most
Gulf of Mexico, it made its sec- east of Barbados in the central Famous Beach."
The storm's core angled across
ond Florida landfall at St. Marks, Atlantic. Forecasters weren't
20 miles south of Tallahassee, sure whether it would hit the Florida to enter the gulf north of
early yesterday afternoon. At 2 United States, but Floridians are Tampa, its path crossing some
p.m. EDT, Frances had maxi- fed up after contending with of the area hit by Charley, which
mum sustained wind near 65 Hurricanes Frances and Charley killed 27 people in Florida and
over the past month.
caused an estimated $7.4 billion
mph.
"This is ridiculous," Anne in insured damage.
Forecasters said Francescould
The four deaths blamed on
bring up to 10 inches of rain and Bruno said as flooding forced
a 5- to 10-foot storm surge to the her onto a detour as she tried Frances included a grandson
Panhandle. Four coastal coun- to drive back to Palm Bay from and a former son-in-law of
Sebring. "And we got another Florida State University football
ties ordered evacuations.
Linda Sellars worried about one coming? I'm staying home. coach Bobby Bowden, who died
her property as she and her hus- No money, no gas and stuck in a collision on a rain-slippery
band retreated inland from their inside with a mother-in-law for highway.
There were two earlier deaths
home on a spit of land that sticks four days — no way."
At a Florida Turnpike rest stop in the Bahamas, where Frances
out into the gulf near Panacea.
"I worked the last three weeks in West Palm Beach — one of forced thousands from their
in the yard," she said. "I'm going the few places in the area with homes.

Firemen struggle to
keep blaze contained
By Juliana Barbassa
THE ASSOCIATED PRLSS

SAN
FRANCISCO
—
Firefighters were hampered by
erratic wind and low humidity yesterday as they made slow
progress against a fire that had
burned nearly 12,000 acres and
four homes in the Northern
California wine country.
The fire, which started Friday
northeast of Geyserville in
Sonoma County, had been 20
percent contained and full containment was not expected until
tomorrow, said lanet Marshall,
spokeswoman for the state
Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection.
The unpredictable wind and
dry vegetation, compounded by
uneven and often steep terrain,
made the situation extremely
dangerous for the 1,875 firefighters, Marshall said.

"These are very
erratic winds, which
can be blowing
perpendicular to
one another."
JANET MARSHALL
SPOKESWOMAN FOR THE STATE'
DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND
FIRE PROTECTION
"These are very erratic winds,
which can be blowing perpendicular to one another," she said
"You never know where they're
coming from, and that's a huge
safety concern for firefighters."
Two firefighters had been
injured, but not critically.
In addition to the four homes,
eight outbuildings and 12 cars
had been destroyed. About 40
residents had been evacuated

from the area, about 60 miles
north of San Francisco, including
occupants of six homes ordered
evacuated yesterday morning,
Marshall said.
Others living in the area
were urged to have evacuation
plans ready because the blaze
was considered to be threatening 200 other houses and five
businesses.
The fire also threatened major
power lines from 21 generating plants in the Geysers, the
world's largest geo thermal power
facility.
On Saturday, two-thirds of
the plants and two transmission lines were shut down, said
Kent Robertson, a spokesman
for Calpine Corp., which owns
the lines.
The company rerouted electricity from other plants and no
outages were reported

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Campus Fest to
Take Over University
Fur those who are bored,
hungry, or a combination of
both, Friday's Campus Fest will
satisfy everyone's needs.
The sixth annual event,
held on the lawn in front
of University Hall and the
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union, will coincide with (he
All-Campus Picnic, providing
free food courtesy of University
Dining Services.
Besides the hotdogs, hamburgers and other tasty treats
available, campus organizations will have tables set up
to interact with the thousands of students expected to
attend. The festival will act as a
one-stop shop for students
seeking to join a club.
"It's an opportunity for
the entire campus to come
together,"
said
Gordy

[The~BG Ne

Heminger, Coordinator of
Student Organization Services.
Also located on the lawn,
several off-campus businesses
will have stands set up to showcase their stores. Among them
will be Al-Mar Lanes, Changes
on Main and various shops
from the Woodland Town
Center.
Campus Fest and the other
activities will be held from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m.

Wooster Street
Update for Week
Work on Wooster East
Wooster Street will continue
between the Interstate 75
interchange and Enterprise
Street the week of Sept. 6.
Also, work will continue in
the Manvillc/East Wooster/
Thurstin intersection and on
South College Drive, Mercer
and Campbell Hill roads and
numerous side streets.
Because of the increase in
pedestrian and vehicle traffic,
everyone is encouraged to be
very alert in the construction
zones.

Utility work will continue the
length of East Wooster Street,
including on the south side of
the street This work will cause
traffic delays and lane closures
controlled by Saggers. Delays
are expected. Motorists should
be alert to shifts in driving
lanes on East Wooster between
State and Enterprise streets as
utility work progresses in this
area. Local traffic is strongly
encouraged to avoid the area
if possible
The following drives are
closed at their intersections with East Wooster but
are scheduled to reopen by
Wednesday: the McFall Center
parking lot, South Hall loading
dock. Lot D entrance and center Fraternity Row drive. The
closures are to allow new concrete to cure in these drives.
The concrete must cure about
five days so it is hard enough to
support vehicle traffic.
Widening work is scheduled
to begin on the east side of
Manville this week, and utility
work will continue in the area.

The BO N«*a will not knowingly acwpt athw
tuemton (hat duenmnatr <* racoarafe duffinmiMiow agauM a>) mdividuai m grrup on
■V bail* of rat*, ic*. .ukw. iiwd. rvligaim
•atonal ongin iriual uncataftna. disability
KMn a* a >«%ma. or oa to baara of any otot
krgally pn'rvlfd Mafaa

Semester Unlimited Tanning S65
One block Irom campus
Booths S Beds
Campus Tanning 352-7889
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S. WOMEN'S & CO-REC
ULTIMATE FRISBEE- SEPT. 7
Ohio's new affordable online dating
service www sweetytinder.com

City Events

S4.99/mo
Rummage Sale
Trinity United Methodist Church
Comer ot Summit & Court Sts
Bowling Green
Thurs. Sept 9, trom 9am-6pm
Fri Sept. 10, 9am-4pm, 1/2 price
day. Sat. Sept. 11. 9am-noon
$2.00 bag day

Services Offered

Findlay band with originals seeking
a temale lead vocalist with ability to
write lyrics and melodies. Must be
able to commute to Findlay at least
1-2 times a wk at 3-4 hrs./sesslon
Experience preferred Please call
Mike at 419-722-7931 or
Rk* at 419-425-5930.

Personals

In an eltort to better serve students.
The Student Health Service is ottering New and Extended hours lor the
FaH Semester- Mon Tues., Thurs..
& Fri-8:00 am-5:30 pm and Wed
920 am-7:30 pm.
Learn a skiH tor Nle. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
out at Sandarsonatab4ee.com

Babysitting in BG 3:15-6 pm M-F &
odd days/nights $5 50/hr. Car
needed! Call Nina at 419-353-4465
Student to work w/ non-verbal autistic 11 yr old boy $8 per hr. WUI
train
Wkend hrs 419-836-5215, Millbury
BACK TO SCHOOL OPENINGS
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAYII
Advancement opportunity
Conditions exist. All ages 18+
Call 419-861-6134 or apply at
worKlofsludenls.oam
Transportation needed Irom Fox
Run Rd. in Findlay to and Irom B.G.
Mon., Wed.. Thurs.. and Fn.'s. Mon.
8-6pm, Wed. and Fn.'s 8-3pm and
Thurs. 3-6pm. $15 daily. Contact
Michelle 419-420-9065 or email at
mlp abba@earthlink.net
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ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
26
29
31
33
35
37
41
44
45

A long ways olf
Makes a choice
Scuba user
Get under one's skin
Breath mint
Writer Zola
Christmas trio
Junket
Cut with light
Follow formal tradition
Small drink
Granny or square
"Norma _"
Garr movie. "Mr. _"
Vitality
Feds
Hemorrhagic lever virus
Comic Johnson
Marks ol lailure
Occupy a stressful position
Appear to exist
Base runner's destination

46
47
49
51
52
55
57
59
65
66
67

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22
26
27
28
30
32
34
36
38
39
40

Exercise piece
Ocean ice
Dundee denial
Condensation from the night
High peak
Cogwheel
Sault
Mane
Shirk work
Boredom
Borodin's prince
Bumpkin

68 Tears violently
69
70
71
72

Fresh Greek bread?
De-crease
Lovers' meeting
Red and Dead

1996 Dodgo intrepid $3800 Great
condition1 For more into, contact
Kevin Harrison 419-494-5273

•

Buy
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° M°nlh Unlimiled & receive 2 FREE upgrade
the Sun Capsule, when you bring this ad in.

Subleasing apl. on 7th St. $475 to
take over. ASAP. 2 bdrm . can have
rmte. or can have to self Call 419353-5466

"Rooms available for $250/mo.
Includes all utilities
Call 419-353-0325.
3 bdrm A/C and laundry. Lease tor
12 mo's.. pay lor 11. $750 » util.
Call 419-353-8206
2 bdrm. turn apt. NO smoking, NO
pets! Close to campus. Inclu. util

Call 353-5074

r,i>rr
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Baked Chicken
I l.ilr .1.1 I •

Back to School

I-M-.I with
I itmbtead

17 HOT DESTINATIONS!
Booh Earn S Ret em
IMI Urals ' t '„„
In, llniil.4
™»

Stiiltmc, Vegetable .<:>.!' '"I

OPENINGS

I I.I ■ l-vlnrl "*

"MBIM

5 room house lor reni
Available Aug. 25

352-5822
Perrvsourg. easy access 10 I 75
Ouiet 2 bdrm . apt. 1 bath, water
mcl. laundry lacil. security bldg
$525-550 month. 734-850-0121.

«12.25

base-appt.

Subleaser needed spring semester.
117 N Main St. $300/mo
Call Donny at 937-369-8067

Cla-Zel
Theatre

*W^'
Flexible schedules
around classes

tocwiatA*too#atflM

: "Super Size Me!" '.

CINEMA 5

6.

Schedul* Good (w ' ),M Ihru 9/9/04
Paponizi (Pfi-U): 1.20". 4 45,7 10.945

Management Inc.
ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIALS GOING
ONNOW

Advancement opportunity.
Conditions exist

-

aiJoShoivf/mesa**

■

Anacondai- Hunt tor Blood0nhM(PG-13):

'.

Daily

I

Open Wa!»r(R): 145*. 4 SO. 7:30. (10:05)

_
m

Without A Paddlt (K-U): 1JS". 4.15.715, (9:55)
■imtr*i»*la»*l»OWx
fIDOMrtlWwahiaaffT Wt4mftM,

* 419-861-6134

>j Student Night!
Wednesday 15 Sluden. ID Day
All tickets just $3,751

1.2S*4» 77V:9-S0l

PriKniMirrH2(PG):l 15" 4 2O.':0O.I935)

5-00.7:00, and 9:00pm

AI ages 18+

Call 353-5800

■
-

Special Midnietit Showincjs:
Indjy Sfptmbf IM RtMnairOofi
Fnda* Sfptfmbfi 24th: Spoctkali

* DAT aOVUCE 1X«! SALES • "0 rASHS • HO SUfttSAWK

.cinemark.com

OPEN NOW
Hillsdalc Apt.
1082 Fjirview
2 bdrm apCs/3 bdrm Twnhs
Dhfawaanef
Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
11 3 bdnn)
» Carports lit INI Bus stop
»
»
►
»

AfEVCA
Evergreen Apt.
215 E. Poc
» 2 Ixlrnis

www.workforstudents.com

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$465!

hourlv rale.

■ Laundry facilities

v»*vr. SOUA.t
...IITIMIITS

rr

N

t

FREE HEAT

www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/union/ipod
Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St
or check website
www.meccabg.com
for complete listing
for next year.

Fantastic opportunity for qualified individuals!

• Pets welcome

• Spacious kitchen

710 N. Enterprise
• 2 bdrms
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
» Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrms
• CAN WALK TO CAMPUS

TEMPORARY • PART-TIME
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE

• Convenient on-site parking

entrance

• BGSU Imsslop

Heinzsite Apt

353-1361
www.cla-zel.com

\u.ii Public Broadcasting in [bledo, OH, haa 1-2 openings
for qualified Web Developer(s) who would enjoy the chance
to work on sophisticated, interactive, educational Web
appiit ations Successful appllcant(s) will work closely with
the development team to design, develop, document, and
deplo) Internei based programs lor A national market Learn
about real-world development Irom the "inside" and add
Impressive experience to youi resume, while earninga great

• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
• Patio

Maniajp-iarm In-

(baas* VMi: SJ-SO

On selected floor plans

» I ai null'. on Sin

Afi%CA

www.bgsu.edu/unlon

S
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uHd n 0
1 H i N i

CHECK OUT:
WWW.BCNEWS.COM

For Rent

Two unique 2 bedrm apts in Vtctoran house. 427 N. Mam. 2nd & 3rd
fir apts S575 plus util. $550 incl
some util. Call tor more into.
386-405-3318.

For Rent

your opinion. Tell us how we are doing and

419.372.9000

i

3

N

127 N. Main St. Downtown B.G.

STUDENT UNION

3
i

The Bowen-Thompson Student Union wants

■ OWIN-THOMMON

.-

n

1616 E. Wooster • (41 9)-354-2244

Ford Explorer 2000, 4 dr. very good
cond. with mileage ol only 78,400.
For sale now lor only $8,490. Call
now or leave msg. 419-450-7692.

IPOD

For more details and contest rules visit

'I

For Sale

WIN A FREE

FREE IPOD!
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your name will be placed in a drawing for a
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73 Gazed at

42 Projected through
the air
43 Canines, e.g.
48 One with "I" strain
50 Houston team
52 On the ball
53 Drawer protector
54 Small change
56 Scalawag
58 Really weird
60 Bogus bombs
61 Myrna in "The Thin
Man"
62 Panel of one's peers
63 Reed instrument
64 Warp

ANSWERS

I

Call alter 5pm 352-5068
'BARTENDING' $300/day potential
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800 965-6520 ext. 174.

\/\~...-< »u

Weapons
Italian automaker
Tiny pond plant
Checks
Couple with sixteen
arms?
Unskilled laborer
Goods transporter
Make more powerful
Backspace
Islamic scholar
Eye shade
Ms. Verdugo
Color anew
Backless sola
Shakespearean lover
State of confusion
Theatrical award
Minute spot
Reddish woods
Crow's home
Trunk projection
"The One I Love"
singers
Bitter quarrel
Lose vitality
Be m a huff

Babysitter needed
Mon. & Tues.6-9, Fn 3:30-5. $7mr.

Help Wanted
'Tired ol missing deadlines because
you have other assignments?
Your Problems Are Solved
QuIkType Service* will type
resumes, reports, term papers &
business plans
Qulk Type otters last, accurate service with reasonable rates that vary.
Call 419-917-0338 to set up an
appt
or email lynette__25@hotmail.com

mm
TO

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 & more per survey!
www.moneylorsurveys.com

Wanted

/HANGIN(

brought to you by

Help Wanted

Personals

Classified Ads
372-6977

The Daily Crossword Fix

VARSITY
SQUARE
AFWRTMEINTS

419-353-7715 t»*

Qualified applicants must have knowledge/experience
working v/ilh Ac'li\i' Server Pago (ASP), online databases

I Access anaVorSQ] 2000). Javascript, and HTML.
Successful applicants must be detail-uriented and havt .i
professional work ethic,
For more information, p/ease cootai I Michelle ilartranft at
41*l-iH0 1MI. ,w >rnd your letter and resume to
Human RtSOUCCeS, P.O. Box JO. Toledo. Oil 45697
IOI/A.VADA

FalconFootball
Sooner land

Above: Sooner fans raise their hands as the Oklahoma Alma Mater
plays before the game. The crowd set record numbers with 84,319
people in attendance.
Left: Adrian Peterson is tackled by 1 levon Parks Saturday afternoon.
Peterson rushed for a hundred yards and a touchdown against the
BG defence.
Lower Left: Daniel Sayles leads the tackle of Oklahoma's tight end
James Moses.
Below Left: Omar Jacobs scrambles in the pocket. Jacobs completed
24 of 41 passes for 218 yards and two touchdowns.
Upper Right: Javon Burkes wears a chain for the coin toss before
the game.
Lower Right: Keon Newson returns an interception for a touchdown
during the fourth quarter. Newson finished the day with 10 tackles,
one interception returned for a touchdown and a forced fumble
and recovery.
Photos by Ben Saunter BGNews

